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There are various approaches to describing, comparing and converting data nowadays, but there are challenges that require new methods. This article describes the combination of some cluster comparison approaches for the flexibility of design systems. This approach can reduce the impact of missing data when comparing clusters. This method is used in the system of comparison of partner employment schedules, where there is no constant flow of data from the user and the data itself has big differences. In most cases, this data is incomplete, which complicates the cluster comparison process by simple methods. Combining optimistic comparison and realistic methods, you can change the coefficient of similarity for each individual pair of users (a realistic comparison is used for users with a close data set, and an optimistic comparison is for a different set).

The article also describes the possibility of converting point data over a long period (using time) by gluing a factor. This allows to play a long-lasting event only in a few moments. Also, this conversion allows to work with one element at a specific time in the same way as with a time interval.

Thus, using the described approaches reduces the impact of lack of data from users, as well as conditional specific values can be converted into segments close to reality, which allows the projected system to become more flexible.
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Introduction

In today's dangerous society, there are situations when it is necessary to determine the location of a certain person. Modern information technologies make it easy to carry out such search. These technologies are very convenient for parents who find it necessary to have information about the location of their children and to ensure the safety of the elderly. Such information is provided by almost all mobile operators.

These technologies are used to establish effective communications with partners, to agree working schedules, based on technologies of location tracking. The analysis of the obtained data helps to determine convenient locations for business meetings, briefings and other events.
State of the problem research

Geo-location is the process of binding, editing, and using metadata that describes the geographical location of a location [1].

Geolocation technologies are used in marketing activities [2, 3] and help to increase sales. Modern urban transport systems are provided with geolocation systems. This approach is generated by the need to determine the location of vehicles at a certain point in time [4], when transporting important goods [5]. Geolocation technologies are actively used in other sectors of the economy.

The aim of the paper is to analyze the functionality of an information system that ensures the coordination of working meetings with the use of geopositioning technologies.

Data preparation

This system is designed to compare the employment of individuals over a period of time, to take into account their common interests, as well as the possibility of cooperation or other aspects of communication.

To begin with, it is necessary to generate employment data, so a module for processing user location data using Google Maps was created. Receiving GSP data from a user were processed as follows:

– Search near the user's location data of historical places or institutions (cafes, pools, entertainment centers, hospitals, etc.).
– Google Maps identifies the type of location. Some types of Google Maps locations can be combined, such as hospital and sanatorium can be joined into healthcare or simply health. These combinations can be done in any way.

As a result, it is obtained data such as the type of location and time of navigation (the transmission time of location data). This is followed by a time merging. Time merging is the unification of single data (with a specific time) whose parameters are close to each other (i.e., where the time difference is less or equal to the time T and is set by the user) into a time group. The merging contains several steps:

– An array of data (location type and time) of the objects is received at the input.
– This array searches for nearby items (an order specifies a time attribute) that have the same place type.
– If the time difference between the found objects is less or equal to T, they are combined into a complete conditional object that has time attributes of beginning and end.
– Merging is performed until any difference in the time attributes of next objects is larger than T.
– Objects that remain outside the specified time (t) are transferred to a new object with a start of t – T/2 and end of t + T/2.

Following the above actions, it is obtained grouped data, which can be presented graphically (Fig. 1).

Cluster

Clusterization is performed on certain objects called clusters. The cluster model is written in C# presented below.

```csharp
public class Cluster
{
    // for each interval there is a dataset of probabilities
    public Dictionary<DateTime, CountingType> TimeDatasets { get; set; } = new Dictionary<DateTime, CountingType>();
```
In Cluster Class, there are attributes such as EveryMinutes – the number of minutes that will define a single time span along the time axis, CountWeeks – the number of weeks that are entered into the cluster (determine the cluster value), TimeDatasets – the set of key-value pairs, where the key is a single unit of time, and the value is a CountingType Class.

CountingType Class displays the set of occurrence probabilities for each place type. This class contains the following attributes as GeneralCount defines the amount of entered data; TypeFrequency is a set of key-value pairs, where the key is the location type and the value is the time parameters for the object.

Setting data to the cluster

For our system, the number of minutes that will determine a single time interval was chosen equal to 60 (minutes).

In order to be able to cluster the data, they are divided into weeks, since it is mainly the days of the week that form a human schedule. A cluster is formed every week in which the fields EveryMinutes, CountWeeks are filled with 60 and 1 respectively. The CountingType attribute is formed as follows:

- Items from the array of grouped data (full objects) are selected in turn.
- The appropriate time intervals of TimeDatasets attribute are searched for the selected array element by time (day of the week and time of a day).
- The GeneralCount and TypeFrequency fields are filled in for each period as follows:
  - If the time period (field) is entirely the time interval of the array element, the TypeFrequency field records the location type with value 1.
  - If the time period (field) belongs to the time interval of an element from an array only partially, then the TypeFrequency field records the type of place with a value equal to the fraction of interval intersection. For example, the element period of an array is 13:40-15:00, and the selected field time is 13:00-14:00, then the value for a time period of the array will be entered with a value of 0.33.
  - In both cases, the GeneralCount field will be initialized with the number 1.

The result is a set of clusters that correspond to the appropriate weeks. As an example, three individuals and data of four weeks were selected. Following the above operations, it was obtained data shown in Fig. 2–13.
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Fig. 12. User Cluster 3, Week 3
Cluster comparison and integration

Comparison of clusters gives an opportunity to get percent similarity and difference between certain clusters. The comparison is based on the principle of similarity of relatively smaller, difference of relatively larger. The functioning of the method is shown in Figures 14a and 14b.

If the smaller cluster is completely absorbed by the larger one (Fig. 14a), then the SMALLER cluster is similar to the LARGER one by 100%, but the LARGER cluster is NOT similar to the SMALLER one by 100%! If you need to find out the difference between clusters, it should be calculated concerning the larger one. When there is a cluster intersection (Fig. 14b), the coefficients are calculated similarly.

This approach is an optimistic solution to the problem of lack of user data, so this method avoids the growing difference between full and incomplete clusters. If there is a need for accurate data, then the difference coefficient is taken into account when comparing clusters.

The result of the comparisons is a similarity matrix, which determines the coefficient similarity between the established clusters.

The above clusters are compared and shown in Fig. 15–17.
As shown in Fig. 15–17, the similarity between clusters varies within 15–35 %, this indicates some inaccuracies in the data, which is often one of the disadvantages of building clusters with a small set of data (in this case, one cluster has 1 week). Therefore, when it is created the cluster for merging firstly, a similarity coefficient is 0.10. The results of merging are shown in Fig. 18–20.

The clusters in Fig. 18–20 contain a lot of data that has a low frequency of occurrence. This is data that needs to be cleaned up after a cluster with lots of data has been created. Purification occurs by different methods and coefficients, so the purification method can vary depending on the task. The most common method is to clean up data that is 10 times less frequent (relative to the maximum value in the same period).

After developing user schedules (clusters that contain several weeks), they can be compared with each other. Using the user data, they are compared, as shown in Fig. 21.
Fig. 21. Comparison matrix of user schedules

Fig. 21 shows that schedules of users 1 and 3 are the most similar, so it is easier for them to schedule meetings.

Conclusions

Nowadays, due to the large amount of data, it is possible to predict events based on the obtained results. These data need to be converted to the required formats to allow them to be further used in calculations and in forecasting. Different types of bonding can be applied when clustering together, which is often described in Cluster Analysis. One of these methods is “nearest neighbor” and “far neighbor”. They are all used depending on the needs of the computing industry. Not only Euclidean distance, but square Euclidean distance, Chebyshov distance, power distance, Manhattan distance are used to determine the distance between objects. In this paper, the number difference was used to determine the distance as the main numeric object was only time. Also, when comparing created objects, it was used own comparison method (in terms of frequency and availability), which is described above. This method allows you to choose an optimistic and realistic object comparison approach, which allows each individual user to use the desired method in the future. This method separates the concepts of similarity and difference depending on the object itself. In the described approach, the concept of difference is defined by a relatively larger object (when comparing two different objects in terms of the number of data) and similarities by a relatively smaller one, so the similarity coefficient demonstrated by this method is an optimistic approach to solving the problem, and to obtain realistic data, it is necessary to subtract the unit from the difference coefficient. Using this method, you can maneuver at intervals when there is not enough data to compare clusters.
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Існують найрізноманітніші підходи до опису, порівняння та конвертування даних, але з часом виникають задачі, які вимагають застосування нових методів. Описано комбінування деяких підходів порівняння кластерів задля гнучкості проектованої системи. Завдяки цьому підходу можна знизити вплив нестачі даних при порівнянні кластерів. Метод застосовують в системі порівняння розкладів зайнятості осіб, де немає постійного потоку даних від користувача та самі дані значно відрізняються. Також ці дані в більшості випадків є неповними, що ускладнює процес порівняння кластерів простими методами. Комбінуючи методи оптимістичного та реалістичного порівняння, можна до кожних окремих пар користувачів змінювати коефіцієнт схожості (для користувачів з близьким набором даних використовувати реалістичне порівняння, а для різного набору — оптимістичне порівняння).

Також описано можливість перетворення точкових даних на протяжні (за часом), використовуючи склейку за певним коефіцієнтом. Це дозволяє відтворити протяжну подію лише за деякими її моментами. Також подібне перетворення дозволяє працювати з одним елементом у конкретний момент часу так само, як і з часовим проміжком.

Отже, з використанням описаних підходів знижується вплив нестачі даних від користувачів; також умовні конкретні значення можна перетворювати на відрізки, близькі до реальності, що робить проектовану систему гнучкішою.
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